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Abstract. The article presents the results of the study in the field 
of marketing, namely management of the implementation and 
development of the brand as the main potential of business 
development. It is substantiated that in modern conditions of 
technological development of society, business management is still 
characterized by outdated approaches and guarantees a 
competitive result. All currently existing studies study only one 
facet of brand management, identity, competition, focus or even 
aggressive neurobiological influence on the consumer, but there is 

no general picture of understanding among researchers. All this sets certain goals for the search for 
optimal methods and principles when creating and managing not only independent brands, but also 
the branding system in general. 
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Introduction 
The purpose of the study is to systematize and substantiate at the theoretical level the branding 

development system in the company structure with the maximization of competitiveness and 
profitability of both the company and the brand separately. 

Research methodology. The methodology of scientific research is the systematization and 
analysis of the following branding methods: in terms of the competitive business environment, 
general scientific methods, such as strategic management, the method of adapting the mission to 
target audiences, the brand legend as the basis of positioning, as well as methods of brand 
identification, in particular, identity during the creation of a portfolio brands for different target 
audiences and positioning them to reduce internal competition. 

 
Statement of the problem. A large 

number of studies of varying complexity are 
devoted to the creation and development of 
brands in marketing. Specialists use various 
methods and theories, both highly specialized, 
based on color correlation (Godin, 2004), and 
generalized theories of marketing and 
branding based on the competitiveness of the 
product in changing market conditions 
(Kartajaya, Setiawan, Kotler, 2021). The 
object of study is the vertical and horizontal 
structure of the brand as an integral object. 
When building a structure, the relationship 
between the models and parts of the brand, 
their influence on each other and the 
dependence of each individual component 
block on the competitiveness of the brand as a 
whole are taken into account. If a business 

has several brands in its portfolio, then it is 
worth considering both internal competition 
between them and their external competition 
in the boundary areas of contact between 
certain target audiences of buyers. To build 
sustainable brand systems, one should use 
models of business structures that take into 
account the possibility of changing and 
correcting the brand policy depending on the 
situation on the Ukrainian market. 

Analysis of recent publications on the 
problem. For branding research, it is possible 
to use a large amount of analytical data and 
research. The existing literature describes the 
methods and recommendations related to a 
certain section of the science of marketing and 
branding, but no source describes the 
complete picture of the necessary actions. 
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The purpose of the study is to study the 
process of creating and developing brands in 
the portfolio of a commercial organization, 
determining the dependencies in the internal 
and external competitive position, as well as 
the influence of individual structural 
components on the overall efficiency as a 
whole. 

The main results and their justi-
fication. In the modern world, the 
development and especially the opening of a 
business is becoming an increasingly complex 
process. Jack Trout and Al Rice made this very 
clear when they compared the existing 
methods of competitive struggle with the 
methods of warfare [Trout, Ries, 2018]. Only 
the most active marketers can make the 
company's development conditions permanent 
and stable. Many factors influence here at 
once, ranging from work experience and level 
of education, ending with a high level of 
intuition, supported by mathematical 
calculations of analysts. Of all the methods 
that can be used in competition, in this article 
I want to single out Branding as a separate 
area that helps not only to stabilize the 
business in case of critical situations, but also 
as the main anchor that attracts a steady 
stream of customers who make purchases. 

On the one hand, building a successful 
brand is an art, and on the other hand, there 
are clearly defined steps that a company 
should take. Therefore, a marketer must not 
only think creatively, but also understand the 
stages of brand creation and existence. 

The brand itself creates a strong 
neurobiological impact on the consumer. 
People get used to the colors, shapes, 
messages of those brands that they trust, 
whose products they like. A good test of the 
stability of brand dependency was the attempt 
to market Crystal Pepsi in the 1990s. In fact, 
it was the same drink familiar to the 
consumer, only without the brown dye. And 
what happened in the end? Consumers, 
having tried the drink once, refused to buy it 
in the future, giving priority to the usual Pepsi 
with dye, even an advertising campaign about 
the dangers of dyes among consumers of 

these drinks did not help. As we can see, the 
consumer creates in his mind a complete 
image of a product from a brand that he likes, 
and even the slightest deviation from the 
original causes a rejection reaction (Trout, 
Ries, 2018). This fact explains the long and 
costly rebranding work of companies with 
well-known brands. Such a need arises when 
the target audience changes, for example, 
when the existing target audience matures or 
when the brand is promoted to a new market 
with sharply different foundations and the 
focus of perception among the population. 

When creating a brand, a person very often 
invests his soul, thoughts and money in it. But 
now the project is finished, and it turns out 
that no one but its creator needs it. It turns 
out that there are many companies on the 
market that offer similar products or services 
under other brands. You can dream about a 
successful future for a long time, but the 
reality is cruel and customers may not come, 
they may not want to try your product or 
service. Even if your brand has excellent 
quality, loyal support, super service, it will not 
help in the competition. The main thing is to 
stand out from the crowd, the crowd of brands 
with similar products and services that are 
already on the market. 

As Barbara Jordan once said: “Waiting for 
attention and recognition is criminal naivety in 
these times.” If you want to quickly and 
efficiently launch a new brand, product or 
service, then you need to give it a form that 
will attract the attention and interest of the 
consumer. Quality is secondary, the main 
thing is attention, and it is you who are 
responsible for it! (Sharp, 2016). 

As soon as the idea has appeared, it is 
necessary to work out further steps and 
strategies, otherwise, before reaching the 
finish line, the created brand will turn out to 
be unfinished and will not be able to compete 
in the market. I propose to divide the creation 
system into several related blocks, and 
consider each separately. Let's start with 
brand strategy.  
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Figure 1. The first stage of creating a brand strategy. 

Source: suggested by the author. 
 
When writing a brand promotion strategy, it is necessary to take into account the mentality and 

psychology of consumers for whom this product or service is actually created. Consumer perception 
directly affects the strategy, mission, identity, and, accordingly, the entire marketing and operational 
strategy as a whole. On fig. 1 shows the first stage of creating a brand. Without working through all 
the components, it is impossible to move on, unless you create a one-day brand for the sale of 
goods or services with a short lifespan. 

 

 
Figure 2. Creation of a brand marketing support system. 

Source: suggested by the author. 
 
Whether you are creating your own unique product under your own brand or using a Private Label 

system, the first thing you need to do is build a marketing management system. In the modern 
world of high technologies, without effective marketing management, it is impossible to create 
anything, neither goods, nor services, nor brands. In addition, most companies have already 
recognized the fact that multi-branding allows businesses to earn more profits and feel more secure 
in the market, and very often increase their market share. 

Even if there are two brands in the portfolio, the company must develop separate strategies for 
each brand, depending on the goals and objectives for which each particular brand was introduced. 
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In this case, it is necessary to agree on a common strategy for the existence of brands in one brand 
portfolio in order to exclude negative competition within the business itself. 

Tactical decisions can be made when all these strategies are clearly articulated. Tactical issues 
include branding, product development, packaging, pricing, product categories, quality, promotion 
policy, and advertising. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Identity of brand formation. 
Source: suggested by the author. 

 
The next important step is brand identity. Currently, most experts come to the conclusion that 

there are 4 main types of consumer offers. Depending on the type of offer, a unique strategy is 
created for the brand, an identity is created and rules for competition with own and third-party 
brands of other manufacturers are established. Depending on the quality and cost, consumer offers 
are divided into the following types (in ascending order of price): low-cost, imitators, high-quality 
and premium-innovative (Kumar, Steenkamp, 2007). According to the chosen type of price offer, the 
strategy of its marketing promotion and identity is calculated, which are further distributed to the 
logo design, brand book, website and social media content. 

Another important step is to create the Customer Success feature. This is the main link that 
connects the business, brand and customer. It is necessary to make the buyer not so much satisfied 
as successful. The client, through interaction with the brand, must achieve the maximum desired 
goals. For a marketer, it is very important to understand how the buyer uses his product, what the 
brand means to him. In most cases, the collapse of new brands is due precisely to the fact that at 
the initial stage of creation, marketers mistakenly determined the possible idea of the client about 
the product, because the idea of the product of a marketer, investor, company director, and 
especially a client is very different. The marketing promotion strategy in an ideal situation comes as 
close as possible to the direction of the customers' thoughts, because perhaps you are creating a 
product so that cars consume less fuel, and it is used as an aquarium filter. 

As Theodore Levitt said, “People don’t need your drill! They buy it to make a hole in the wall. In 
fact, people tend to the hole in the wall! And if tomorrow someone comes up with some kind of wall 
hole punch instead of a drill, then people will buy it. It's unfortunate, but what many companies 
don't realize is that people don't need their super drill at all. All they need is a hole in the wall!” 
(Turkel, 2016). 

In tactical brand management, one should not forget about brand death markers. This will avoid 
the unnecessary and often high costs of pushing a cart with a dead horse with marketing activities 
and promotions. Brands, like any product or service, have a lifespan. Death markers will help to 
recognize the onset of this period in time and bring a new brand to the market that will intercept the 
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target audience of the old brand. It's just that very often marketers and especially brand owners do 
not want to believe that their brand is no longer needed in the market. They start doing rebranding, 
promotions, trying new marketing moves, but in the end all this only leads to additional costs 
without changing the situation as a whole [Filanovsky,2019]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Additional brand promotion support. 

Source: suggested by the author. 
 
To create comfort and service, do not forget about additional support for your business. This is 

not only a service, but also other little things, such as: advertising costs, packaging, shipping, 
business cards, and so on. All this entails unforeseen expenses, necessary expenses. Many 
entrepreneurs, realizing the amount of investment, simply give up on many ideas, even if they 
guarantee high profits in the future (Kennedy, Walden, Cavale, 2017). 

Very often, businessmen are too hastily moving on to the implementation of their new project. As 
a result, advertising and marketing materials are not fully developed, advertising is not targeted and 
unsystematic, the organization of work does not meet the requirements of the original strategy. In 
other words, business shoots first and aims only then. At the beginning, you have to act in 
conditions of time and resource constraints. Decisions are made without thorough analysis and 
strategy (Rowles, 2022).  

The modern digital world is making its own adjustments everywhere, and the world of marketing 
is no exception. Once upon a time, brand awareness and market share were bought by huge 
advertising budgets in radio, television and the media. These times are ending. I'm not saying that 
advertising has ceased to play a key role, it's just necessary to look at brand communications from 
the other side, from the point of view of new generations. They grow up in the digital age, have 
different habits and characters. On the part of the older generation, which for the most part 
influences the maintenance of old brands or the introduction of new brands to the market, it is 
important to build new communications between the brand and the client. Without understanding 
your target audience, it is impossible not only to move forward, but also to stay afloat in today's 
competitive market. Your actions are very important, they affect your entire business, because in the 
end it is they who determine the psychological attachment of the consumer and the quality of his 
experience from contact with the brand, which will either become a friend of the client or go 
unnoticed. That is why it is so important to approach each stage of a full-fledged brand creation 
systematically and punctually. 

 
 

Conclusions 
The process of creating a brand and integrating it into the company's portfolio is systematized 

and substantiated. The procedure for creating a competitive brand on the market with minimal 
internal competition and psychological attachment to a certain target audience is defined. In today's 
world of high technologies and rapidly changing trends, it is very important to systematically and 
punctually approach each stage of full-fledged brand creation. 
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Abstract. Choosing a right profession is a very important issue in a person's life, because a person 
must work in the chosen profession for many years. It creates opportunities for students to make 
the right choice, to be ready for the challenges of the teaching profession, to feel responsible, to 
keep up with the requirements of a developing society, constantly working on themselves. Explaining 
the characteristics of the teaching profession in the information provided to students in this area is a 
matter that deserves special attention. 
Keywords: professional selection, training frameworks, professional competence, vision 
competence, theoretical preparation, practical teaching, academic teaching, specialization. 

 
 


